Man / Access Hole Cover Lifters

D21

Multi Lifter
These versatile lifters offer ease of use combined with a reliable non-hydraulic design.
By simple multiplication of mechanical effort, high cover breakout forces are achieved.
The Multi Lifter breaks down into three compact components and fits into the boot of
a small car. These powerful and rugged units have been designed with the lifting and
handling regulations in mind.
By utilising a self-braking hand winch and by keeping within the HSE limits, Multi-Lifter
goes a long way towards minimising the risk of painful and long lasting back injuries
(45% of all lifting injuries are to the back). Available with a range of standard keys or
keys to match the customer’s exact cover requirements. The system can also be used to
retrieve or raise heavy objects such as bell covers from the access chamber.
CAT NO

CAPACITY

SPREADER BARS

RETRIEVAL

AXLE WIDTH

MAX LIFT

LIFTS

WEIGHT

L001

250kg SWL

5kg each (L009)

1.2m

870mm

250mm

2 & 4 hole covers

38kg

Jack Lifter
Designed to remove block-filled access covers in shopping precincts and other locations,
these powerful lifters rated at 250kg will lift covers safely and with ease. The Jack
Lifter breaks down into a narrow three-wheeled trolley allowing easy transportation to
pedestrian sites by a single operator.
CAT NO

CAPACITY

SPREADER BARS

AXLE WIDTH

MAX LIFT

LIFTS

WEIGHT

L002

250kg SWL

5kg each (L009)

1100mm

210mm

2 & 4 covers

30kg

Unilifter
Easy to use, one man operation, break out facility, compact storage and keys that can
lock the cover to the spreader bar for additional safety are some of the features of this
versatile lifter. It is designed to lift 2 and 4 hole covers by a single operator. Its high
lifting capacity and extending axle enables it to lift most covers, including deep block
type, using only mechanical advantage. The anti-tip and breakout screw jacks greatly
facilitate removal of covers that are stuck in place. Capable of lifting covers up to 1
metre in length. The Unilifter may be assembled in one minute, can be broken down for
easy storage and is available with a range of locking keys to match the customer’s exact
requirements.
CAT NO

CAPACITY

AXLE WIDTH

MAX LIFT

LIFTS

WEIGHT

L003

250kg SWL

1000mm

200mm

2 & 4 hole covers

23kg

Midi High Lifter
The Midi High Lifter is a versatile medium duty lifter designed to lift 2 and 4 hole covers
by a single operator. Its lifting capacity and extra width enables it to lift deep block
filled covers using only mechanical advantage.
When used with the Universal Spreader Bar L010 it is capable of lifting covers up to 1
metre in length. It can be broken down for easy storage and is available with a range of
keys to match customer’s exact requirements.
CAT NO

AXLE WIDTH

MAX LIFT

LIFTS

WEIGHT

L004

840mm

180 - 215mm

2 & 4 hole covers

18kg
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